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This dark and tattered object, a paper-thin sheet of pewter faintly scratched with a stylus, is 

one of the laden 'curse tablets' (defixiones) recovered in 1979 from the Roman reservoir at 

Bath (see Mark Hassall in Omnibus 6). It is a secret message to SuIis, the goddess of the hot 

spring, which was folded twice and thrown into the green steamy waters; for greater 

security, the sequence of letters in each line was reversed; another tablet was even 

inscribed in mirror-writing, and most of them were folded or rolled, or skewered with nails 

('defixed'). The wear and tear of at least seventeen centuries has made this correspondence 

still more difficult to intercept: the surface is scratched, cracked and corroded, pieces have 

broken off entirely, and to read letters which were once silver scratches on a grey 

background, one has to turn the tablets this way and that to catch the light. There are 

dozens of different hand writings among them, and one also has to remember that 'cursive' 

(lower-case) letters are easily confused , A for R, C for T, and so on. Reading the Bath tablets 

is a frustrating, and fascinating, form of code-breaking. 

 

If any readers of Omnibus would like to match their wits against the goddess' cryptic 

correspondent, here is a drawing of the tablet, with the alphabet used: 

 

For sensible people who prefer a short-cut if there is one, here is a transcript with the 

letters restored to their correct sequence: 

 

aenum meum qui levavit exconictus 

[=exconfixus] est. temple Sulis dono si mulier 

si baro si servus si liber si puer si puella, et [ut 

would be better] qui hoc fecerit sanguinem 

suum in ipsum aenum fundat. (Some lost or 

doubtful letters have also been restored, as well 

as four mis-spellings, three of them due to 

careless copying.) '(The person) who has lifted 

my bronze vessel is utterly accursed. I give (him) 

to the temple of Sulis, whether man or woman, 

whether slave or free, whether boy or girl, and 

let him who has done this spill his own blood 

into the vessel itself’. 

 

Since it is a prayer of sorts, it shares formulas with other Romano-British 'curse tablets', like 

the hair-splitting pairs of mutually exclusive categories ('boy or girl'); it also confuses two 



formulas, the 'gift' of the thief to the god, and of his ill-gotten gains to the temple. It also 

echoes the Latin that was being spoken in Britain: no dictionary tells us that baro 

('blockhead') means man, or levavit ('lifted') means stole; these meanings are found only in 

medieval Latin, and this tablet is the first evidence that they already existed in the 'Vulgar' 

Latin of Classical times. 

 

When to curse 

 

'Curse tablets' belong to the areas of human life which involve luck, good and bad; for the 

Romans these included circus-racing and gladiatorial games, theft and fraud, law-suits, and 

love. Respectable writers ignore them: the only explicit reference is to the discovery of 

'curses with the name of Germanicus written on lead tablets' near his deathbed in AD 19. 

But several hundred examples survive from the Roman world, and by comparing them, we 

can deduce there must have been ancient handbooks. Roman Britain has contributed to this 

residuum of antique malice a steady trickle of discoveries, some by 'treasure hunters' who 

rate a special curse for concealing their booty, but mostly by amateur and professional 

archaeologists, above all at Bath (1979 /80) and the temple of Mercury at Uley (1977). Most 

of the British examples curse thieves: gold rings at Lydney and Uley, a silver ring at Bath; 

small sums of money, including 'six pieces of silver from my purse' at Bath; a beast of 

burden and a length of linen at Uley; two hooded cloaks (caraeallae) at Bath, a bracelet, and 

this bronze vessel. 

 

British Latin 

 

They are much more than a catalogue of lost property. Nineteen tablets published in 

Britannia from 1981 to 1984 name more than seventy inhabitants of Roman Bath, whose 

names are roughly half 'Celtic' and half Roman; they include the family of Uricalus, a 'Celtic' 

name, whose brother Decentinus (from decens) married Alogiosa, another 'Celtic' name; 

Uricalus himself married Docilosa (from doeilis) and named his children Docilis and Docilina. 

The language is a blend of the sophisticated, with a fondness for perfect subjunctives and 

pseudo-legal formulas, and the 'Vulgar', philologically speaking. Thus spellings echo the 

spoken language: e for ae (deae sanctissime Suli), e for i (nessi for nisi), for example, and 

destrale for dextrale (bracelet), which is how it survives in modern Italian. Like baro 

('blockhead') for man, we find bursa ('ox-hide') for purse, and hospitium (Todgings') for 

house; wonderful compounds like exconictus and excomesis ('eaten away', used of 

intestines); and the words the Romans themselves used for their coins, argentioli and 

argentei. Unique scraps of information survive: ad fontem deae Sulis (as one tablet 

describes it), the name of the goddess in the nominative for the first time, the first mention 

of a temple of Mars at Bath. the first explicit evidence that the earaealla was worn in 

Britain, the earliest occurrence there of the word Christianus. 

 



Written 'documents' are pitifully scarce in Roman Britain. Even graffiti and public 

inscriptions are not abundant, but there are no native authors. no surviving papyri, wooden 

writing tablets only survive in exceptional circumstances; there is not much one can write on 

a brick or tile. But 'curse tablets', being scratched on a metal that was hardly worth re-

melting, which survives burial quite well, are liable to turn up on any temple site. They will 

preserve unexpected details of Romano-British society, economy, and language. With any 

luck, the prospects are good. The gossip-column of the Antiques Trade Gazette (10 

November, 1984), of all places, recently recommended a study of curse tablets to its 

readers: 'a job opportunity for life for anyone who fancies a scholarly sideline'. 

 

Roger Tomlin is Lecturer in Late Roman History at the University of Oxford; he is deciphering 

the curses from Bath and publishing them in Britannia. 


